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One of the seminal ideas in economics is that future events

have a present value (either as costs or benefits), and that this

value is calcUlable (through a p-ivate or social rate of interest).

On a theoretical plane, it plays a central role in capital and savings

theory, and in the theory of investment choice. On an operational

plane, it is of central importance in cost-benefit analyses, planning-

programming-and-budgeting systems, and systems analysis.

Having acknowledged this pivotal role, I will argue that present

valuation 's nevertheless not of much help 4n some problems, and can

lead to erroneous results in others. To understand and to resolve

certain problems, 't is as important to have a method for evaluating

the past as the future. A-tions taken in the present can differen-

tially affect past valuations (either by the actor or by those whom

the action affects), and these valuations can influence both actual

and preferred choices.

The main purposes of this paper are: (I) to elaborate the

heuristics of evaluating the past; (II) to formulate an economic

model in which valuation of the past is central, and is subject to

Any views expressed in this paper are those of the author. They
should noit be interpreted ae reflecting the view of The RAND Corpora-
tion or of the official opinion or policy of any of its governmental
or private research sponsors. Papers Eire reproduced by The RAND Cor-
poration as a courtesy to members of its staff.

I am indcbted to Kenneth Arrow and Lloyd Shapley for several
initial di: :cjuions of the general. problem, as well :,s to them and

to Nathan Leites and John McCall for commentc on a previous diaft.
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influence by present choices; and (III) to illustrate the ino el by

applying it to several problems which it can handle, but which the

standard approach cannot.

I. The Heuristics of Past Valuation

Those of us, economists and others, who regard ourselves as

practical, problem-solvers, normally view the past as concluded, done,

inert. It isn't. In part, what is at issue is the unreliability c f

memory -- individual as well as i. titutional - and the influence

that present actions often exert on what is remembered. In general,

the past is more supple, malleable, and reinterpretable than we are

comfortable to admit. While we kncw that the future is uncertain,

we feel quite uncomfortable to consider that the past may also be.

The discomfort arises in part because such a protean view of the

past seems to border on solipsism. I will argue that the discomfort

can be surmounted; the border is wide enough to transit.

Three premises underlie the model presented below. The first

premise is that prior events, somwehow aggregated, enter a, arguments

in the utility function of various individual and institutional

actors. In other words, people are not only forward-looking maxi-

mizers, but backward-looking maximizers (or minimizers, insofar as

regret is co-cerned). Stated differently, the present values that

they maximize often include the past as well as the future.

IA similar idea is developed in a different context by Richard
Zeckhauser and Stephen Fels, "Discounting for Proximity with Perfect
and Total Altruism," Harvard Institute of Economic Research, Novem-
ber 1968.
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Second, the process of aggregating prior events _an be viewed

as mediated trough L backward-looking discount rate, which I shall

call a de.y rate. Of the three factors that are commonly acknow-

ledgaO to influence the discount applied to future events, two also

apply to prior &tenLs: namely, uncertainty (i.e., for the decay rate,

the naiogue is imperfect memory), and pure time preference. (The

third factor, the opportunity cost of capital, is absent from the

valuaJ.ton of the past.) Together these two factors determine the

decay rate, In principle, different decay --tes may apply to different

events and to differernt individuals, just as interest rates differ

for different transactions and transactors. The model described

below ignores this complexity, working instead with a single decay

rate (In effect corresponding to the Lirime interest rate), which is
2

subject to change in specified ways.

The connection between these two premises is obviously close.

Thus, the stream of prior events that affects utility is subject to

attrition in recall; this rate of attrition is reflected in the decay

rate., (Of course, events from the past may also wax rather than wane

in recollection: the decay rate may be negative.)
3

'A hebneficent event yesterday is pleferred to the same event a
fortnight ago, as the event today would be preferred to tha- a fort-
night hence.

2 EmirIcal referents for decay rates are elusive. Some coarse
indicators: attenuation over tlme in footnote references to journal
articles fron prior years; variations in the statute of limitatfons4
according to cehe gravity of offense (presumably, memory is considered
to be moxre reiliabe the graver the offense) ; the proportion of the
relevant opulati:n alive now that was alive "then" (e.g., if birth
and deaih rates are high, decay may tend to be rapid).

3Cf belo, . 11.
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Third, the decay rate may be affected by present action. For

example, it is a conmmon experience that a current event may increase

or decrease th- vividness with which a prior event is recalled

(corresponding, respectively, to a decrease or an increase in the

decay rate on that event). Revisiting a place or a person, or con-

fronting a new situation that contains familiar characteristics, can

have this effect. Events which happened a considerable time ago may

then seem to have happened recently, while others which happened

recently may seem t? have happened a considerable time ago. On,

contributory explanation is the aging process itself -- which is

indeed a kind of "present action," though a relentless one. In an

almost truistic sense, this explanation holds pood- the chance of

error in dating events is increased L'cause age provides more time

over which to err.

The third premise leads to a corollary which is crucial for the

simple structural model we will next turn to: actions taken in the

present, which contribute to increases i utility with respect to

arguments that have a present or future subscript, may diminish

utility with respect to arguments thaL have a past subscrip,., and

vice versa.

II. A Model for Present Valuation of the Past (PVP)

The PVP model can be described in terms of f,,e equations.

Consider first a utility function

(1) Ut - U(Yt, V t

where Y is that part of present welfare corresponding, say, tot
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lacome in period t, and V is the present value of some set of prior
2

events (i.e., costs or benefits).
2

The next equation defines the present value of these prior events.
t-m * T-t

(2) V t- . (l+r) V
t TT=t-i

where r is the decay rate, and the V 's are the values of priu:

T3

events over a relevant mnemonic span., t-l to t-m.3 In other words,

Y t can alternatively be viewed as the present value of future

income discounted at an appropriate rare over the relevant time
period.

2Prior accomplishments would be an example Of benefits, while
perceived prior inequities or discrimination would be an example of
costs. 1 Whether the events are costs or benefits depend,, of course,
on the zero point, which in turn depends on the subject's point of
view; a chicken in the pot in year T is a benefit if zero is no
chickens, a cost if zero is two chickens.

As suggested by some of the examples discussed later, V may
often turn out to be closely associated with status, reputation and
self-esteem. The utility function is thus similar to what one finds
in games that combine status and welfare, cf., Martin Shubik, "Games
of Status," RAND D(L)--17685, August 29, 1968. It also is similar to
that used by William M. Gorman, ("Convex Indifference Curves and
Diminishing Marginal Utility," Journal of Political Economy, 65,
February 1957), and -khauser-Fels (o. cit.). In the (krman-
Zeckhauser-Fels termnUiology, Y corresponds to present consumptiont
("felicity"), while V corresponds (almost) to the altruistic terrs
relating to other generations' utilities. TA

3 ( -
T

3Alternatively, equation (2) may be written: V E (l+r V
T-I t-T

m may be set equal to infinity or, more realistically, truncated at
some point, depending on the context. From several computer
simulations of the model, using linear functions and plausible
values for V , r*, and the other parameters, the IT-results were not
sensitive to extending the period beyond m s 20.

A weighted-average version of (2) may be preferable in cases
where the zero-point is not sharply defined, or is intrinsically
undefinable (as, for example, in the case of V 's that represent
past injustices. See below pp. 12 ff.). In this case, we may use

instead of (2& V
(2.1) = - (r V ,

where c tT(r) 1 10 t

and, for any individual coefficient, c tT(r ) t-m7tt ,+r) -

-t-i
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(2) shrinks these prior events into units of equivalent present -alue

and sums them, while (1) shows the tradeoffs between these units and

units of current income.

Next, we a.sue

(3) r- g(P)ti th
where P denotes the i member of the set of feasible policies

for changing income in period t. A choice from the policy set also

deLeL .int Y . Generally, poll'ies that luwer r will be thoset

that improve .informption retrieval (improve memory), or reduce the

preference for present over past. 'e can thus write

(4) Y = h(Pt)
t ti

variant of equation (3) is

* )
(3.1) r = f(Yt) = g (Pt)

which covers the special case w,,ere the effect of a policy choice on

the decay rate depends only on the income change, and not on th:

manner in unich it is produced.

In some cases, f' > 0, while in others f' < 0, as will be dis-

cussed later.

To complete the model, we have

(5) Y - + Y

With these equations, including (3.1) as a special case, we

have five unkno, ,--: Ut or V t,Y ,Y t and (mr+2) excgenous variables:

m(lT), Yt-l' Pti "

Two differences in the possible shapes of the utility ftunction

(1) and the decay functions (3) and (3.1), as well as in the inter-

action bLtt-wn them, are worth O'4tinguishing. V may represent at
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stream of prior costs (hence U < 0), or benefits (-_U > 0). And f

DIV aV
t t

may be negative or positive, as noted above. If the V 's are costs,

and f' is negative, raising Y (i.e., Y > 0), lowers rR and increases

K t  The effect on U depends on the marginal rate ofpubstitution

between Y t and V t , and on f'. Thus, the larger is a and

f'j the greaer the fall in from raising Y.

If the V 's are benefits, and f' positive, raising Y increases
*T

r and lowers V . The effect on U again depends on the rate oft t

substitution between a and 1, and on f'. Again, the larger isU/ iovt froe Y Y

-- and f', the greater the fall in Ut from raising Y.

The two other combinations of V and f' are reinforcing, rather
T

than offsettiag. Thus, if the V 's are costs and f' positive, or
T

if the V 's are benefits and f' negative, raising I increases both

argun-nts in the utility function. The past and present blissfully

harnnize; whereas discordance between past and present are repre-

sented by the previous examples.

The examples we now turn to illustrate the discordance.

11. Some Examples of PVP: Sunk Costs and Social Inequities

1. Sunk Costs

According to a familiar economic theoremr, s~uk costs s!,ould not

Influence decision, only marginal costs. if the present value of

The effects on U can be seen are easily by looking at the
total dk rivat ve of Li with respect. to Y , assuming (3. 1). Thus,

t td U a U U aV
)y + f, (y

d Y t V * t

t t 3r
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future benefits associated with a particular option A exceed that

associated with B, choose A; don't wo about any prior costs

associated with each of the options, so the normative argument runs.

To the ordinary man's puzzled plaint, "Yes, I hear what you say, but

it's just not right: Drior costs really do matter," the usual response

is either an evasion ("people -Are just irrational, or anyhow non-

rational"), or a tautology (marginal costs can be redefined so as to

include any pain that may be associated with an otherwise preferred

choice because of its connection with prior events). Neither response

is very satisfying, The former is not, because it a'cepts without

explaining the gap between the normative and the descriptive; the

latter because, while bridging this gap, it lacks a mechanism to

clarify what is going on (it averts the illogical by substituting

the tautological). The PVF model provides such a mechanism.

To formulate the sunk-costs problem in terms of PVP, we let the

.,
argument Vt represent a benefit realized in the present but based|t
on a set of prior costq. i Prior costs may have a present value when

they affect (a) the decision maker directlv, e.g., his self-esteem;

id (b) the resctions of others towards him, e.g., his reputation

e .dbilitv.' The mapnitude of prior outlays that have been

incurred for a particular purpose or policy is otttn the best

fIn a sense, V corresponds to the hook value of t:nglbt e asset,,
as a proxy for thei market value (replacement costs). The concern of
deciqion makers with protecting or increasing V is thus ana"ogou. to
concern with protecting asset value.

2 rn some situations, the prime importance of such valuez is su

gested by the fact that the utility function 7iv be lexicograpL!c in
tis dimension antecedent to all other argume ts. Cf. Shub ik's tre;3t-

ment, £P_. cit., pp. 2-3.



proxy for thlis Present valule, with the decay rate, rdetermining

how this value behave-,. Hence, the choice of an incomes policy, or

other welfare instrument, P i ll (should) be influenced by its

effect on r

Thus, supp~ose P wIill raise Y more than does P ,, but will at
ti t t

the same time also Increase r (and hence lower V )more than does
t

~t2*I

U -U(V , P )< U(VP

the choice of policy Pt is preferred to P The result applies
ttl

both normatively (for a decision unit with a specified utility func-

tion), and descriptively (for bhservers concerned with predictingA

behavior).

The sunk-costs example applies to a large class of problems of

which the following Are illustrations: predicting tb- R&D polliV

that a particular military; service will pursue (e.g. , the advanced

manned bomber system) from information about Its pilor R&D outlavs

on similar systems; evaiuating the w ,rth of a particular countryv

(egVietnam) to the Pited St at es and pred Ic t 1,g the cou rse of

US. polic, from inforn.,ition alhout prior outlavs and policies~

No Ie the following statement byN Henry Kissinger: "Howeve r
isi 1hnaIle i t I s t o r c. culIe 1!te t e rms 'cred' i ill tv oc 'Pre st i ge,

t hey a re no t e;7p I- v pli r.A es cl c h, r il i t I o n aon g e a r th1ie ir a Ct I o ns to
o u rs onlyv If tliey v count on our s tea.. ne"' ' he :01 iaps e of tl e
Antricna e for* in Vietnam would not ml,oI v .-any crfhtcs ...... (and)

thoe 'ose'~.t ev r n-at ional wo~ depend. on.Am Crfic;n -i =itmrrts

coul11d Onl IV~ di i' IMVeJ . 1in m.uiv Part'w o "lie wrd aiI

dep ends on ccn-fiJd-nce in A7:erican pro:..e. ~e nrv A. kissinger
The Ietnam "ege t 1at i ons,' oeg Af ai rs, .7nuar\v l~tO4 , I)

Al'SO, SCC th e dlscUS 3'1on or '-ow sunv-c C.t 0r ltte value of L-t':Cr
:,,un~rie,, to tnle 1':iited Stt' (rr e o0 r :nfted tte

Poliy ad 'e T~rd ori, ?sto ,"1 h1 ur p Iu~ -~
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explaining salary structures (esr-cialy, but not exclusively, in

academic and research institutions) in terms of individuals' prior,

as uell as "urrent, productivity; and understanding a broad range of

individual and small-group behavioral phenomena some of which will

be mentionei briefly below, Although in each of these cases, there

is a strong element of serial correlation that often permits predic-

tion, an underlying mechanism to explain what is happening is sug-

gested by F7VP, while obviously lacking in the coeffi-iencs of time-

lagged regression models. The mechanism that these examples share

is one in which present a, fon is influenced by a desire to protect

or preserve a present benefit whose magnitude is often indic'ated by

the scale of prior (i.e.. sunk) costs.

A classic example :c provided by Agammemnon's ztrategem for

persuading the Greeks to persevere in the Trojan wars by pointing

out that withdrawal would cause dishonor to those whose lives had

already been lost.

A hypothetical example, as readily applicable to the behavior

of the firm as to that of optimizing individuals inside or outside

it, can be put in the form of a question. If two alternative actions

(eg , investment choices, R&D projects, academic appointments,

support for political candidates) have an equal expected yield bnt

the decision maker has previously expended resources on one, which

will (should) he choose? 1he descriptive answer is easy; the norvaa-

tive answer i-tvolves mor- elusive considerations of prestige,

ISee Richmond Lattimore's translation of Homer's Tliad, Chicago,
1951, Book 9, pp. 198-199.
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credibility and the desire for personal vindication, which can be

readily assimilated to PVP. When the yields aren't equal, the proper

analytic precept is not to choose the higher, but rather to show

exactly how much higher it is, so that this margin (Y ) can be com-
t

pared with the possible loss of other (prior) values (Vt ) in arriving

at a U-maximizing choice.

PVP in thc benefit sense (i.e., aU/ V > 0) also applies to a

familiar phenomenon sometimes associated with aging. People often

find it toler-1e, or even pleasant, to acknowledge a currently

inadE.uate performance on their own part (athletics comes realily

to mind), which ostensibly affords contrast to a claimed superior

performance in prior years (e.g., "But you should have seen me ten

years ago!"). The transaction that seems to be at work is an exchange

between a lowered present and an enhanced prior performance. In terms

of PVP, the mechanism can be viewed as a smaller (or even negative)

Y which generates a lower decay rate (or even a negative r ), thereby
t

sustaining (or inflating) the present sense of the past accomplishment.

To take another common experience, it often seems that the older

a person is the shorter does an impending period appear to be. As

best 1 can tell, my fifteen-year-old son views next Christmas as much

farther in the future than it seems to me, and I am prepared to

believe that the next Christmas seemed farther in the future when I

was fifteen than it does to -e now. People seem to normalize for

time in relation to their past, which they have accumulated in

different amounts. One possible implication for the PVP model is

this: an increase in Yt may seem smaller in relation to changes
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in r and Vt the older a person is. Thus, the proposition that

"you can't trust anyone over 30" (or under 30, for that matter!) has

operational significance with respect to the probably different mar-

ginal rates of substitution between r and Yt for people of different

age groups. People who have lived longer simply have more sunk costs

tied up in their Vt, and changes in r are therefore relatively more

i:rportnt to them than changes in Yt"

2. The Ne ative Present Utility of Past Injustice

Over a century ago, Tocqueville posed a problem which Las

puzzled social scientists ever since. Tocqueville's paradox was

based on his studies of the French Revolution which led him to observe:

...That in none of the decades immediately following
the Revolution did our national prosperity make such rapid
forward strides as in the two preceding it ... It is a

singular fact that the steadily increasing prosperity, far
from tranquilizing the population, everywhere promoted a
spirit of unrest. Moreover, those parts of France in which
the improvement in the standard of living was most pro-
nounced were the chief centers of the Revolutionary move-
ment ... It was precisely in those parts of France where

there had been most improvement that popular discontent
ran highest.1

Tocqueville's paradox can be formulated in more general terms:

why is it that improvements in welfare and in social justice often

seem to intensify resentment and unrest? The paradox has been

elaborated by Brinton, Olson, and Mitchell, among others, and most

eloquently by Eric Hoffer and Robert Waelder; it has been referred

1Alexis de Tocqueville, The Old Regime and the French Revolu-

tion, New York, Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1955, pp. 174-176.
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to by Pettigrew in discussing negro attitudes in the United States.

Attempts to explain the paradox have been advanced by these authors

as well as others, but the axplanations, though often illuminating,

have generally not been satisfying. Although they rarely ascribe it

to "irrationality," ,as in the case of sunk costs), they usually are

quite unclear -- as in that case -- about a precise mechanism to

account for the paradox. With minor modifications, the PVP model

provides such a mechanism.

In this case, Vt is the discounted aggregate of prior costs or

injuries. In the context of racial problems in the United States,

or in other upperclass-undecclass relations, the "costs" that are

relevant may relate to inequalities accumulated over some plausible

mnemonic span, say i years I-" the past. In the U.S. context, the

sense of prior injustices, represented by Vt, is intimately linked

with the black's sense of identity and self-respect. It is likely

to be a heavily weighted argument in his utility function.2

As a possibly reasonable proxy for V , the measure that might

be used is (l-q), where q is the ratio of black to white income in

I
Crane Brinton, The Anatomy of Revolution, New York, Vintage Books

(rev. 1962); Eric Hoffer, The True Believer, New York, Harper & Bros.,
1952; Edward Mitchell, "Inequality & Insurgency: A Statistical Study
of So,-ih Vietnam," World Politics, Vol. 20, April 1968; Mancur Olson,
Jr., "Rapid Growth as a Destabilizing Force," Journal of Economic
History, Vol. 23, No. 4, December 1963; and Robert Waelder, Revolution
and Progress, New York, New York, International Universities Press,
1967. Pettigrew refers to Tocqueville in discussing relative depriva-
tion as it effects negro attitudes. T. F. Pettigrew, A Profile of
the American Negro, Princeton, New Jersey. Van Nostrand Press, 1964.

2This point accords with a perception t least as old as Aristotle

that inequality is a principal cause of rebellion. The term "inequity"
might be mor appropriate, in the sense of unfair treatment compared
to that received by others equally qualified. Cf., Ariscotle, Politics,
New York, Modern Library, 1943, p. 211.
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the United States in period T, normalized for differences in the

size of the two populations.

Again, as in the case of sunk costF, the choice of a policy for

influencing present income, Pti, affects V by changing the decay
t

rate. If, fE-r example, current income rises, the sense of past

injustice may become more vivid and painful. Either of several

psychological reactions may account for this heightened sensibility:

(a) a perception that the income-raising policy itself is an acknowl-

edgment of how egregious past injustice must have been; (b) a keener

recugnition that the past injustice need not have been suffered

pas sively; and (c) a wish to avert or to ease the seif-degrading

fear of having "sold out" in accepting the improvement.

As a result, the negative present utility of prior inequities

may be magnified. The reduced decay rate thus acts as a surrogate

for the black's bitterness at not having received his due in the

past (or at his ancestors' not having done so). A lower r not only

chenges Vt, but does so by changing its time profile, as well. If

the past was claracterized by continued improvement (i.e., declining

inequity), a lower r increases the relative weight of the earlier

period when inequity was greater.

Thus, it is not neressarily the largest Y that will make the

biggest positive contribution to U. A lower Y may be a preferable

Policy may affect Vt by influencing the zero point as well as
r and may do so intentionally or inadvertently, and with or without
An effect on Y . A striking example of its use in Maoist China in
propaganda designcd to influence r* and the zero point, but not Y ,

is contained in William Hinton, Fanshen: A DocumentaryofRevoluhion
in a Chinese Village, New York, Monthly Review Press, 1967.
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choict: because it doesn't lower r (and hence V t ) as much. More-

over, there may be no current incoms policy which in fact raises Ut

The choice may be between allowing Yt to stagnate (hence a stagnant

U t), or raising Yt but actually lowering Ut (hence, resentment and

violence) if UI is to be raised at some future time when
t ir*

au/ay > I4;. f , (
The dilemma this creates for anti-poverty programs at home (or

abroad) is clear. dvancing the laudable objective of reducing or

eliminating poverty in black ghetto areas may for a time intenaify

racial hostilities rather than allay them. A phase of increased

violence may be part of the price that has to be paid for reducing

pov:rty, rather than an alternative to it.2

, lIn this case, V has a negative sign in the U-function; lowering
i raises the absolut value of V

t
2The mechanism at work in this example may acquire a reverse

twise in other examples, In which present income is lowered in order
to reduce the present value of orior costs. Consider the drunkard
who drinks to forget the past: his optimal policy is to continue
until the marginal current loss from drinking, e.g., the hangover,
equals the marginal benefit from forgetting the past:


